The MAP algorithm is a trellis-based maximum a posteriori probability decoding algorithm. It is the heart of the turbo decoding or itemtive decoding which can achieve an error performance near the Shannon limit. Unfort,unately, the impleineutat,ion of this algorithm requires large computa.tion and storage. Furthermore, its forward and ba.ckward recursions cause long decoding delay. For practical applications, this decoding algorithm must be simplified and its decoding complexity and delay must be reduced. In this paper, the MAP and Max-Log-MAP algorithms are first applied to sectionalized trellises for linear block codes. Using the structural properties of properly sectionalized trellises, the decoding complexity and delay of the MAP algorithms can be reduced. Also presented in this paper are bi-directional a.nd parallel MAP decodings.
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
The MAP algorithm is a trellis-based maximum a posteriori probability decoding algorithm for both linear block and terminated convolutional codes. This a l g o rithm is devised t,o minimize the symbol error probability in contrast, t,o the Viterbi algorithm which minimizes the word (or sequence) error probability. It was proposed independently by two groups of coding researchers in 1972 [1] [2] . Unfortunately, the implementat,ion of this algorithm requires large computation and stoyage. Furthermore, its forward and backwayd recursioiis ca,use long decoding delay. As a. result, the potentkl of the MAP algorithm has not been studied unt,il most recently when this algorithm was used in the turbo decoding or iterative decoding to achieve an error performalice near the Shannon limit [3] . In the study of turbo decoding, a focal point is the MAP algorit,hm which is actua,lly the l i e d of turbo decoding. The concern is how to simplify this decoding algorithm and reduce both the decoding complexity and delay.
In this paper, we investigate the MAP and Max-Log-MAP algorithms [4] . In order to reduce the decoding complexity and delay of these algorithms, we apply the MAP and the Max-Log-MAP algorithms to sectionalized trellises for linear block codes. Using the structural properties of properly sectionalized trellises, the decoding complexity and delay of the MAP algorithm and its suboptimum versions can be reduced. We also present two improvements over the MAP algorithms, bi-directional and parallel MAP decodings. A bi-directional MAP algorithm can reduce the decoding delay by a factor close to two. The parallel MAP decoding not only simplifies the decoding complexity hut also gains speed.
M A P A N D MAX-LOG-MAP ALGORITHMS

BASED ON SECTIONALIZED TRELLISES
For decoding block codes, the MAP and Max-Log-MAP [1] [4] algorithms were devised baaed on bit-level trellises [SI. In this section, we show that these decoding algorithms can be carried out based on sectional-, ized trellises [5] . Proper trellis sectionalization results in reduction in storage requirement, and computation complexity.
A . A modified MAP algorithm, for u-section. code trellises
Consider an ( n , k ) linear block code C with a min. 
where, p(I(u', U ) ) is thc a pviori probability for ea,ch 
which is called the weight of t,he composite branch connect,ing U' t,o U . Then for the MAP algorithm, t,he forward and backxard recursions for the sectionalized t.rellis T ( u ) are t,o compute t,he following siate prohabilities:
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Based 011 (3) to (5), the MAP decoding can be ca.rried out in two stages. At 1,he first, stage, t,he parallel branches of each composite branch are preprocessed t,o oht,ain the weightt1 a,nd weight-' of blie composite hranch. Then, the MAP decoding is performed with parallel branches viewed as a composite branch. Using this t,wo-st,age decoding a,pproach. we can save storage and reduce computational coniplexity.
B. A modzfird Mar-Loy-,WAP olgorillrm for U-stclrun code lrdlrsrs
In Mar-Log-MAP algorithm [4] , coinput,a,tions of the aciual probabilities of (5) ran be avoided by using the loga,rithni of probabilities a.nd the approsimation
Similar t,o the MAP decoding on a, sectionalized t,rellis. we can also perform the h,lax-Log-MAP decoding in two stages. The branch transition probabilities can be rewritten as follows:
NO
Due to parallel branches between two adjacent states,
as the log-weight of the composite branch connecting 6' to U. Then, the forward and backward recursions are to compute:
respectively. For computing the log-likelihood value of U$, we define and as the log-weighttl and log-weight-' of the coiiiposite branch connecting U' to U and corresponding to uk = +1 and 118 = -1, respectively. Then, we have
To perform the Max-Log-MAP decoding in two stages, the parallel branches of each composite branch a,re first preprocessed and the branches with the hrgest metrics corresponding to W L = &1 are selected as t,he surviving braucbes. Then set the log-weight+' and logweigh-' of the composite branch as the metrics of the surviving branches, theu the Mas-Log-MAP algorit,hm is carried out to process the trellis with parallel branches viewed as a, single composite branch. A code trellis can be sectionalized in many ways. The sectionaliza.tion that gives the smallest number of computation operatioils is called a computation-wise optimum sectionalization. Sectionalization of a code trellis to minimize both storage size and computational complexity may not exist or maybe very hard to find for long codes. Optimum sectionalization of a code trellis. in general, results in a non-uniform sectionalized trellis (trellis sections are not equal in length) [7] . For IC implenienta,tion of a MAP decoder, since using the same hardware t o process all the trellis sections is highly desirable, a uniform sectionalized trellis seems a better choice. Table 1 and 2 give comparisons of the storage and decoding complexities for the MAP and MaxLog-MAP decodings of the (32,16) RM code (also an extended BCH code) based on different sectionalized trellises. The 8-section trellis gives the smallest computational complexity while ihe 4-section results in the smallest storage. Both require much less storage and computations than the bit-level 32-section trellis.
BI-DIRECTIONAL MAP ALGORITHM
To reduce the decoding delay and speed up the decoding process of the MAP algorithm, a bi-directional MAP algorithm can be devised. This bi-directional and B prohabilit,ies Imsed on 7 , and yl. Finally, compute the log-likelihood rat,ios of the decoded bits based 011 (r)) Evrli t~hough t,lie same number of coniputat,ions is required. this a,pproacli roughly doubles the decoding spwd (or reduce the drcoding t,ime by half). If t,hc code t,rellis has mirror iniagc spiimet,ry. wc use two identical circuih 1.0 coniput,e o aiid .i. This simplifies t,he IC iiiiplemeirt.ation. Trellisrs Sor R.M codes and all cyclic cocles have mirror symniet,ry [5] . This bidirect,ioiial decodiiig approach can also hr applied t,o the Max-Log-MAP algorithm.
IY-. PAR.ALLEL MAX-LOG-ILIAP DECODING ALGORITHhlS
An r,-sect,ion t,rellis for a 1inea.r block code can be decomposed into parallel and structurall>-identical suhtrellises wit,hoiit, cross comiertions amoiig t,liem From the stand-point of speed. the effect,ive computat,ional complexity of decoding a received sequence is defined as the computational complexity of a single parallel suhtrellis plus I,he cost, of t.he final comparison among the survivors generat,ed by cadi of bhe suhtrellis decoders. The t,inie required for final compa.rison is generally small relat,ivc t,o the time required for processing a subt.rellis. Furthermore. since all (.he suht.rellises are processed in parallel. the speed of decoding is therefore limited only hy the time required t,o process one subt,rellis. Consequently. this approach not. only simplifies t,lie decoding complexity hut also gains speed.
We use the (32.16) RM code a,s an example to illust.ra,te this parallel decoding approach of t,be Max-Log-MAP algoribhm. The 4-section t,rellis diagram of t,he (32.16) RM code is shown in Figure 1 . It, consists ol' 8 parallel and st,vuct.urally ideiit,ical subtrellises without, coniniunicatioii het~weeii t.heni. From Table 3 Furthermore, the parallel subdecoders are identical, so that the IC implementation is easy. This parallel decomposition can also be applied to the MAP algorithm. Also it, is clear that both bi-directional and parallel decoding processes can he incorporated in a single decoder.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have modified the MAP and the Max-Log-MAP algorithms for decoding linear block codes based on sectionalized trellises in order to reduce both the decoding complexity and delay. Example results show that sectionalized trellises require less memory aiid less real computation operations than the bit level trellis. Furthermore, we have taken advantage of the trellis structure of linear block codes, such as inirror image symmetry and parallel structure t o perform hi-directional and parallel MAP decodings. The hi-directional MAP algorithm is an approach to compute t,he forwa.rd and backward recursion simult.aneously which can reduce the decoding delay by a factor close t,o two. The para,llel MAP decoding uses identical Max-Log-MAP subdecoders to process subtrellises in parallel. This approach reduces the number of computations required for each Max-Log-MAP decoder and speeds up the decoding process.
